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Abstract 
 

In 2004, an American film entitled Super Size Me, examined America’s love of fast food and big portions.  The 
film followed an independent filmmaker’s 30-day journey as he ate three meals a day at McDonald’s, gained 
weight, and dangerously increased his body mass.  It was a graphic representation of the country’s epidemic 
problem with obesity.  This paper addresses this problem by creating a prototype of an interactive game that 
helps children to learn about good health habits.  This interactive virtual world game prototype, Health Hero, 
uses good game elements reported by James Paul Gee and Richard Rouse III, and incorporates Robert Gagne’s 
principles of instructional design.  The game targets children in grades 3 through 5 and stresses the importance 
of exercise, diet, and sleep in the hopes that this knowledge will help children grow up to be healthy adults.  
The game is in its first phase of development.   
 
 

Introduction 
 

Obesity in America is approaching epidemic proportions.  Children are especially at risk as they become 
increasingly sedentary and fill their plates with empty calories. Exercise and diet are often offered as preventatives 
to tomorrow’s heart attack and diabetes.  Knowledge of good health and dietary practices will help today’s children 
become tomorrow’s healthy adults.  How do we help children learn about good health practices?  
 
              The literature review shows how interactive games are effective in helping children to learn.  The purpose 
of this case study is to offer a prototype of an interactive game that can help children in third through fifth grades to 
learn about good health.  The game, Health Hero gives children the opportunity to make small, everyday choices and 
shows them the importance of avoiding everyday traps that undermine good health.  Although still in its early 
development stage, initial evaluative feedback using James Paul Gee’s (2005) and Richard Rouse’s (2005) good 
game elements, will aid in eliciting formative feedback from young student populations in the future.  
      
 
Literature Review 
 

James Paul Gee (2005) discusses the game phenomenon in learning by offering thirteen design principles 
that contribute to capturing the interest and attention of learners.  He poses and answers the question, “How do game 
designers get players to learn long and complex game systems and repeatedly play them over time?”  He categorizes 
the thirteen principles under three headings which the designers used to create the game concept under discussion. 



 The three headings are 1) Empowered Learners, 2) Problem Solving, and 3) Understanding.  Gee’s principles are 
demonstrated in the game Health Hero. 

The first category, Empowered Learners, states that learners need to be active producers of their learning, 
not just passive consumers. The second category, Problem Solving, states that game problems are designed so that 
players are led to solve easier problems early in the game and more difficult problems later on. Gee’s third category, 
Understanding, states that the game needs to be designed in such a way that players find meaning in how skills, 
strategies, and ideas fit into the whole. 
 

Barab, Gresalif and Arici (2009) studied the interactive game, Quest Atlantis.  The game immerses students 
in a virtual world and motivates them to master the content through their play in the virtual world. Students 
experience learning about science by making decisions in-world, playing by the game rules, and accepting the 
consequences of the game.  In their study, students using Quest Atlantis showed more engagement, motivation, and 
retention of information in two months than students who learned traditionally.  
 
            Vandewater (2006) linked obesity among children to an increased use of video games.   A large body of 
research conducted in Canada shows that increased time spent consuming media is linked not only to obesity, but 
also to lower activity levels and a greater intake of calorie rich foods (Kline, 2006).  Kline (2006), a Canadian media 
educator, suggests that a new media literacy is called for: one that encourages children to think critically about their 
sedentary lifestyle.  Kline’s case study demonstrates that media, instead of inhibiting good health, can be used to 
educate and encourage children to adopt a wholesome diet and an active lifestyle.  
 
 
Background 
 

Health hero is a single-player, role playing video game designed  to reward players who can acquire the 
stars of healthy living--good nutrition, regular activity, and a good night’s sleep.  As in real life, these elements must 
be acquired in the right proportion.  Players accumulate items and avoid or defend themselves against health 
enemies. 
 
               Players learn about good health and the importance of nutrition, exercise, and sleep through various 
elements of game play. The game will focus on the healthy proportions between the five food groups. Food groups 
include grains, fruits, vegetables, milk, and beans and meat (United States Department of Agriculture, 2011). 

The game also emphasizes the importance of exercising at least 60 minutes a day.  Activity includes 
aerobic activities such as walking and running, muscle strengthening activities including gymnastics and push ups, 
and bone strengthening exercises including jumping rope and running (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2011).    

Thirdly, the game emphasizes the importance of sleep.  Sleep is essential to a child’s health and growth. It 
promotes alertness, memory and performance. Children who get enough sleep are more likely to function better and 
are less prone to behavioral problems, moodiness, and obesity (National Sleep Foundation (2011). 
 
               The game targets children in grades 3 through five, presenting a game structure that rewards the character’s 
healthy choices.  Health Hero incorporates game structures that reinforces confidence-building.  Enemies, locations, 
and challenges are age-appropriate so children will feel safe in the game environment. 
 

The Game 

A player moves through the game through his/her avatar.   Exercise-based challenges and snack or meal 
choices that affect energy levels are presented as players move through the daytime period.   Players must balance 
exercise activities with healthy eating choices to ensure that their “energy level” stays up and they are able to 
successfully take on game challenges. 
                         



          Players begin with a baseline level of energy points that allows them to participate in one challenge.  A meter 
on the t-shirt of the avatar displays a simple scale (1-10) of the player’s energy level.  As the player moves through 
the game and completes challenges, the meter will change as a result of good and bad eating choices as well as 
energy spent to complete challenges.  As the player eats junk food and/or chooses too many indoor activities, his 
energy meter will progressively turn red.  The player’s energy meter will turn green as s/he participates in exercise-
based challenges, actively showing that the player is prepared to attempt new challenges. 
 
          Players also need to earn stars to gain access to special challenges beyond the introductory levels.  The player 
can view these upper-level challenges, but the gameplay for them is “locked” until the player has earned the required 
number of stars.  This will motivate the player to eat healthily and complete lower-level challenges to earn the 
higher-level challenges. 

Game Levels 
 
          Players complete challenges and earn stars through each day of game play, allowing them to progress and take 
on more difficult challenges in the game.  Challenges become more difficult and the player eventually needs to beat 
the main boss, No-Waist, at the end of the game.  This final challenge will combine skills and knowledge learned 
throughout the game, making it nearly impossible to beat without having played the game through before attempting 
it. 
 
          The game is a 3D sandbox-style action-adventure game in which the player is able to freely move through a 
preformatted city map environment similar to that found in the Grand Theft Auto video game series. Players begin 
in their home and are able to move around the city by foot or on bicycle.  There are active vehicles and other 
strangers (people) on the map, but the player can only interact with a predetermined set of them.   
 
           A live map in the lower left-hand corner shows the player’s location, as well as the location of game 
challenges.  The player navigates the avatar to these locations, where the avatar enters an activity “room.”  For 
example, the player may play a game of Crogball against a soda-drinking enemy called Cola Kid in the Soda 
Swamp.  As the player successfully scores against the Cola Kid, the enemy is worn out and the player scores points 
for having exercised.  At the end of this challenge, the player is rewarded and able to move back into the larger 
game map.  Certain challenges on the map are locked until the player has earned enough stars.  Players are inspired 
to earn more stars and return to complete these challenges, which are unlocked when they have the proper level of 
stars. 
          The hero consumes a balanced amount of basic nutritional food items, explores game levels and spends 
increased amounts of energy participating in challenges. The player is given information about each food item as 
they are given opportunities to eat.  The information is displayed similarly to nutrition facts printed on modern food 
packaging, but also simplified as to be recognized and understood by the target audience. 

Game Story 
  
          Our hero (or heroine) is awakened by a loud bedside alarm, and is ready to have a day of healthy food and 
exercise.  Or is he?  His hometown has been captured by the malevolent League of Life Sappers who will stop at 
nothing to drain his life energy force.  Video Game Head, Giant Spam Musubi, and the deceptively innocent Girl 
Scout with Cookies are Life Sappers that are everywhere.  They are tricky and will try to convince our hero that he 
really wants to eat junk food and lie around on the couch, thereby weakening his immune system and making him 
susceptible to evil cold germs.   
 
          Our hero proceeds cautiously out of his home into the city.  His mission is to find and pick up healthy foods 
and to get exercise, which will earn him healthy stars.   Our hero finds and expertly picks up weapons, such as a 
celery sword and citrus bomb, that aid him in battle. 
 
          Our hero must, at all costs, avoid the Life Sappers and the traps they lay. Our hero wanders into a restaurant, 
missing the clues that this is one of the Life Sappers’ traps.   He must do battle with Fried Frank E. Furter and 
navigate through the Pepperoni Minefield before he can escape.  Whenever our hero battles a Life Sapper, he checks 
his energy meter.  He must keep his energy life in the green zone, and continue to seek out the life-giving forces of 
healthy food and exercise and sleep.  He works to find these stars of healthy living, and free his hometown from the 



Life Sappers.  The player must earn a minimum number of healthy stars in order to challenge No-Waist, the boss of 
the Life Sappers.  
                        
Game Objects and Mechanisms 
 
The following items are part of the gameplay. 
● Energy meter - This meter displays the hero’s current levels of energy based on activities and intake of nutritional 
foods.  It allows the player to monitor progress and make decision about which foods to eat and which 
challenges/areas of the map are open to him/her. 
● Healthy stars - The player earns these rewards for completing challenges, which can be traded for special items 
and access to additional challenges on the game map. 
 
          Game elements allow players to immerse and invest themselves in the virtual game world.  The player can 
personalize the game by naming the avatar and hometown.  The aggressive Life Sappers demand action from the 
player, and he must quickly learn the rules of this world in order to succeed.  The game includes special items that 
give the player skills that are exciting, much like the gadgets in a James Bond movie.  In this way, the player is 
drawn into the drama of the story and is attached to the survival of his/her avatar. 
 
Game controls are simple and easy to learn so players can get quickly immersed in the game.  The energy meter and 
healthy stars give constant and immediate feedback.  Players can quickly see the results of any action taken.  The 
visual representations of the enemy characters easily distinguish them from helpful characters and items.  In 
addition, audio elements (soundtrack, the tone of the characters’ voices) provide cues and help the player 
comprehend the action of the game.  Principles of good health are conveyed through the animation of food 
characters, dialogue, and game action. 
 
The diversity of Life Sappers and the variety of items and ways in which the player can beat the Sappers, allows the 
player to author a unique storyline whenever the game is played.  The large number of combinations of challenges, 
enemy characters and items keeps the game non-linear, and adds the possibility of branching stories. 
 
As the player progresses, there will be a need to make more subtle distinctions between foods.  For example, while 
most children know that a piece of watermelon is better for them than candy, do they know if it better than an apple 
slice?  As the player moves through the game, they are likely to experience some setbacks. 
 
This game heightens the consequences of making healthy or poor choices.  The consistency in game play is based on 
real world principles of good health.  For example, eating healthy food will usually result in some reward in this 
game, unless the player is overeating.  Learning the principles of good health is synonymous with understanding 
what actions the player needs to perform in this world to win the game. 
 
Learning to eat well is not necessarily a simple matter.  It is possible to overeat and lose healthy stars even when 
eating healthy food.  If a player can progress through the game and onto higher levels, he/she has gained complex 
knowledge, skill, and information that bestows “bragging rights.” 
 
 
Evaluation 

 
The designers of Health Hero incorporated principles by Gagne, Rouse, and Gee, identified as important for 
informal learning in the hopes that the target audience will make healthy choices in their own lives.  Health Hero 
provide opportunities for the players to co-design actions, customize the game play, identity with the character, and 
perceive themselves in a new dimension of time and space.  In Health Hero, the player makes decisions which lead 
to consequences (Rouse, 2011).  Players are drawn into the game and reinforced for their knowledge (Gagne, 2004). 
 
          Players also take on a new identity that enables them to make choices on their journey through the game. Do 
they eat the tray of cookies or choose an apple?   Making positive choices throughout the game will keep the player 
earning stars and gaining access to new and exciting challenges.  Making poor choices will shorten the overall 
length of the game and the player will have to start over again. 



 
          The problems are well-ordered, pleasantly frustrating, and require repeated cycles of expertise (Gee, 2009). 
 Players are given information as they need it, in a simplified system (fish tank), within a safe environment 
(sandbox) for learners to practice skills as strategies.   
 
 
Conclusion 
 

In Heath Hero, players learn the rules of the game as they meet each challenge.  They learn what works and 
what doesn’t work in-world.  More importantly, children learn that there are health consequences that follow their 
food, exercise, and sleep decisions.  Too much or too little results in health stars denied or granted and a decrease or 
increase in the energy meter.  Although still a prototype in development, the game holds promise as a tool for future 
3rd through 5th graders and others to learn about good health in a dynamic 3D immersive sandbox style adventure 
game. 
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